NOTICE TO UTAH RESIDENTS AND PUBLIC OFFICIALS

Medical Freedom – Always Unlawful to Force Masks
This resolution is presented in pursuance of the mission of the Utah Central Committee, which is to assist Utah
individuals, businesses and organizations in asserting their constitutional rights.
The governor is not a lawmaker, and cannot create law. The health departments are not lawmaking bodies, and cannot
create law. Any attempt by the legislature to grant lawmaking power to the governor is a gross violation of the Utah state
constitution that has already clearly defined who has legislative power in the state of Utah.
WHEREAS, legislative power (the power to write law) is granted only to the legislature, or the people through
referendum, in the Utah state constitution (Article VI, Section 1) and any attempt by the legislature to grant lawmaking
power to the governor is a gross violation of the Utah state constitution.
WHEREAS, all orders coming from the governor through Utah Code 53-2a-209(1) that claim the governor’s orders have
“the full force and effect of law during the state of emergency” can never lawfully have the full effect of law under any
circumstance. These “emergency” dictates may always be treated accordingly by residents of Utah
WHEREAS, the governor’s executive orders and health department rules are not laws, and therefore there are zero
consequences to not follow these orders and rules. However, even if executive orders 2020-32 and 2020-36 were laws, or
if Salt Lake County health order 2020-11 was the law, the orders themselves provide many exceptions that could
possibly cover every person in the state of Utah, and the order formally declares that nobody is required to provide
documentation of any kind for their exemption.
WHEREAS, any attempt by a public or private entity to create policy, rules, or laws that “act under the color of law” are
unconstitutional and unlawful and carry potential criminal (US Code Title 18, 242) and civil (US Code Title 42, 1983)
penalties for the government official. Any act of ignoring unconstitutional rules is in accordance with upholding the law.
If an agent acting illegally under the color of law attempts to enforce mandated mask wearing, the targeted individual has
the right to defend themselves, as the Utah State Constitution declares the people’s right “to enjoy and defend their lives
and liberties” (Article 1 Section 1).
WHEREAS, under any condition, there may very well be consequences if an individual or businesses forces anyone to
engage in behavior against their will that is harmful to that person's health, such as, but not limited to, overriding the
medical advice of the targeted individual’s doctor or health advisor. Various state and federal codes address the dangers
of wearing masks under a variety of circumstances.
THEREFORE, businesses and individuals have no requirement to comply with anything that is not actually a
constitutionally valid law.
THEREFORE, we invite all individuals, medical professionals and businesses to follow the law by ignoring
unconstitutional pretend-legislation that claims the power to violate people’s right to not wear a mask. We
encourage government officials to avoid the penalties of violating someone’s rights. We invite a spirit of cooperation in
honoring the governing law of the land.
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Addendum to UCC Resolution 2020-5:
Relevant Section of Salt Lake County Health Order 2020-11 (Not actual law anyway)

Relevant Section of the Governor’s Executive Order 2020-36 (Not actual law anyway)

